Check FP_PDF_TEST_00

This check is the same for all ADS versions.

Run the test program FP_PDF_TEST_00

Expected result

Popup with ADS version appears -> continue the checking.

![Information dialog box with Version Information]

```plaintext
Version Information: [Redacted]
```
Possible Errors

- *Call contained error(s): <connection_name>*;
- *USAGE ERROR: Invalid HTTP connection: <connection_name>*;
- *Error message starts with SYSTEM ERROR: SOAP Framework error: SOAP Runtime Exception: CSSoapExceptionTransport :*
- *No answer - system hangs*
- *Popup for ADSUser and password appears*

Hints

How to check?

- run transaction SE38
- run the test program FP_PDF_TEST_00
- specify the name of the RFC connection to the ADS server